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Trapping of positively charged fine particles of micron size has been successfully achieved in a
cross-field sheath between magnetized double plasmas with different potentials separated vertically
by the horizontal magnetic field. In the sheath the charges on the particles become positive, because
ion current flowing from a lower high-potential plasma surpasses electron current coming across the
magnetic field from an upper low-potential plasma. Variation of particle levitation positions can be
explained by the change of the electron current absorbed by the particles under an almost constant
ion current. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1649991#

Fine particles of micron size introduced into weakly ion-
ized plasmas are usually charged negatively due to the mo-
bility difference between ions and electrons. The potential
fd of the particles is lowered, against the local space poten-
tial, to suppress incoming electron current to make it equal to
the ion current flowing into the particles. Consequently, the
polarity of particle chargeQd becomes negative. Under such
circumstances, various characteristic phenomena concerned
with a strongly coupled state of dusty plasmas,1,2 such as the
formations of Coulomb crystals, dynamic motions of Cou-
lomb fluids, and various wave phenomena, have been re-
ported.3–7 By employing a completely dc-discharge plasma,
it becomes possible to control the behavior of fine particles
more systematically. The effects of vertical magnetic field
on the fine-particle behaviors were also investigated and a
rotational motion of fine-particle cloud has been ob-
served.8–10 Recently, in order to eliminate the effect of the
gravity acting on the particles, microgravity experiments em-
ploying a parabolic fight of aircraft and/or a space station
have been proposed, and characteristic features of fine par-
ticle behaviors have been discovered.11,12 Under the micro-
gravity condition using a parabolic flight experiment we
have observed formations of a fine-particle cloud with a
spherical void inside and a spherical fine-particle cloud with
no void inside in a parallel plate and a spherical grid-cage rf
discharges, respectively.13

For the formation of positively charged particles, there
exist several methods such as ionization by high-energy elec-
trons, secondary electron emission by an impact of high-
energy ions, and photo ionization by ultraviolet irradia-
tion.14,15 However, the emitted electrons from the particles
have a possibility to attach to the particles again, therefore
consequently negatively charged particles will be produced
simultaneously with some probability. Another way is to ir-
radiate slow positive beam ions to the particles. The positive
ions with large ionization potential subtract electrons from
the neutral particles to create positively charged particles,
and as a result the positive beam ions turn to neutral.

Concerning the confinement of positively charged par-

ticles, it is quite difficult to trap them in the conventional ion
sheath. In order to sustain those particles, upward electric
force is required at least to balance with the gravity. How-
ever, in the sheath formed below a ceiling wall surrounding
the plasma, since the electric field strength gradually in-
creases in the upward direction, the particles have to choose
either being accelerated further toward the upper wall or fall-
ing down into the plasma. That is, the balance position sat-
isfying the conditionFG5FE is quite unstable. Here,FG and
FE are the gravity and upward electric forces, respectively.
Therefore, we require an upward electric field diminishing
gradually in the upward direction. In order to create such
vertical electric field distribution, first we place another
plasma source with low potential instead of the ceiling wall.
Second, we apply magnetic field in the horizontal direction
for the electron magnetization to suppress electron flow
across the magnetic field toward the lower high-potential
plasma.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental appara-
tus. Double plasmas~upper and lower plasmas! are produced
independently along the horizontal magnetic field by dc dis-
charges with different anode potentials and separated in the
vertical direction by a cross-field sheath. The cathode–anode
distance in both plasmas is 4 cm. The anode potential of the
upper plasma is grounded, while dc bias voltageVA can be
applied to the anode of the lower plasma. WhenVA.0, we
can produce electric field directed upward in the cross-field
sheath region. In order to avoid a mixing of both plasmas,
the strength of the horizontal magnetic field is kept in the
range B50.9– 1.4 kG. Therefore, we can fix the upper
plasma potential almost grounded even when positiveVA

510– 60 V is applied to the anode of the lower plasma. In
the cross-field sheath we set two parallel side walls of 1 cm
high and 6.5 cm long at the both ends of the sheath perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field. The distance between side walls
is 2 cm. By applying positive dc voltageVW to the side
walls, the electrons entering into the sheath across the mag-
netic field can be immediately accelerated along the mag-
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netic field and absorbed by the side walls. Therefore, we can
constitute the sheath, where ion flux from the lower plasma
dominates the electron flux from the upper plasma. Fine
spherical particles of 1.5mm in diameter, made of acrylic
ball, are supplied into the upper plasma by a particle dis-
penser inserted into the upper plasma. Although first the par-
ticles are charged negatively in the upper plasma, the polarity
turns to positive within about 1 ms when they are falling
through the sheath. In order to confine the particles in the
horizontal direction a levitation electrode of 9.7 mm in di-
ameter and 0.8 mm thick with a hole of 4.6 mm in diameter
at the center is placed in the sheath. Metal mesh of 100 lines
per inch is spot welded on the backside of the levitation
electrode to fix the potential in the central hole. We can apply
positive dc voltageVL to the levitation electrode.

We choose the argon pressurePAr and magnetic fieldB
to meet the conditionsre!L!r i and vcit in!1!vceten

to extract ions from the lower plasma and to suppress elec-
trons from the upper plasma. Here,r j , vc j , and t jn are
gyroradius, cyclotron frequency, and collision time with neu-
tral atoms of electrons (j 5e) and ions (j 5 i ), respectively.
We also choose the bias voltages to meet the condition 0
,VL,VW,VA . Therefore, the ions from the lower high-
potential plasma can pass through the central hole of the
levitation electrode placed in the sheath region. Henceforth,
the gravitational force acting on the positively charged par-
ticles are balanced with the upward electric force that dimin-
ishes in the upward direction. In this way, positively charged
particles can be stably sustained and confined above the levi-
tation electrode.

Dependency of the floating potentialsVF on VA is mea-
sured in the lower (z526 mm) and upper (z513 mm) plas-
mas by a vertically movable probe of 0.45 mm in diameter

and 4 mm long, which points toy direction. Here, vertical
positionz is counted from the lower edge of the side walls,x
axis points to the anode, andy axis is perpendicular to both
x andz. The cross-field sheath region is 0,z,L510 mm,
and typicallyB51 kG andPAr520 Pa. In the lower plasma
the floating potentialVF increases almost linearly withVA as
shown in Fig. 2. However, in the upper plasma the potential
VF is almost fixed at about2(223) V in the range 0,VA

,60 V, and starts to be pulled up gradually by the lower
plasma potential for 60V,VA . From these results we find
that upward electric fieldE is generated in the sheath. Figure
3 shows a photo of the fine particle clouds levitated above
the levitation electrode, where we find a few particles
trapped, forming a Coulomb crystal with a spacing of
;0.3 mm. Here,VA540 V, VW520 V, andVL510 V. The
plasma densities in the upper and lower plasmas are 4.2
3107/cm3 and 1.43108/cm3, respectively. The average
electron temperature in the both plasmas is;2.6 eV.

FIG. 1. Schematic of experimental apparatus.

FIG. 2. Dependency of floating potentialVF in the upper (z513 mm) and
lower (z526 mm) plasmas on the anode voltageVA of the lower plasma.

FIG. 3. Photograph of fine particles trapped above the levitation electrode.
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Figure 4~a! shows the variation of the top and bottom
particle positionsDz above the levitation electrode in a
particle cloud as a function of the discharge voltageVDU

for the production of upper plasma. The position of the par-
ticles is shifted downward with an increase in the discharge
voltageVDU . This behavior can be explained by the follow-
ing charging model. Since the collision mean free pathlC

~'0.4 mm! of ions with neutral atoms is much less than the
cross-field sheath widthL(510 mm), the ions have to suffer
many collisions during their motion across the sheath. There-
fore, energy distribution functionf i(W) of ions impinging on

the fine particles is not a monochromatic, but has an energy
spread of the order ofWC /e'(lC /L)VA . Here, W
5(1/2)miv i

2, mi is ion mass, andv i is ion velocity. That is,
the ions with energyefd,W can overcome the particle po-
tential fd . But, the ions with energy 0,W,efd are re-
flected by the positive particle potentialfd . Therefore, the
ion current that can be absorbed by the positively charged
particle with surface areaSp is expressed by

I i'
e

mi
SpE

efd

`

f i~W!dW.

Since the particles are levitated in the sheath, the condition
I i5I e for the ion and electron currents flowing into the par-
ticles has to be satisfied in the steady state. Therefore, when
I e coming across the magnetic field from the upper plasma is
increased by the increase in the discharge voltage,fd has to
be decreased consequently to enhanceI i to make it equal to
the increase inI e . Then, the chargeQd('4p«0afd.0) on
the particles decreases, which shifts the particles downward
direction for getting a stronger electric fieldE to satisfy the
force balance equationQdE'Mdg5constant. Here,a and
Md are radius and mass of the particle, respectively. Similar
dependency can be observed by increasing the strength of
magnetic fieldB. Figure 4~b! shows the variation of particle
positions as a function ofB. The particles are shifted upward
with an increase inB, showing that the reduction ofI e in the
strongerB case leads to an increase infd and as a resultQd

is increased, then the particles move toward a weaker electric
field region in the upper direction. In the case of Fig. 3, the
charge on the particles is estimated to beQd /e'80 from the
above force balance relation.

In summary, we have established a confinement of posi-
tively charged particles levitated in the cross-field sheath be-
tween magnetized double plasmas. Application of double
plasmas and horizontal magnetic field is a key technique for
producing upward directed electric field decreasing in the
vertical position. In the cross-field sheath the condition that
the ion current flowing into the particles exceeds the electron
current is satisfied. The shift of the particle positions can be
explained not only by the change of the charge but also of
the plasma potential, when more electrons are leaking from
the upper discharge by increasing the discharge current of the
upper plasma or decreasing the strength of the magnetic
field.
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